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Short Biographical Information 
 
Wolfgang Koch, born in Nuremberg, Bavaria, on October 1962, studied Physics and Mathe-
matics at the RWTH Aachen, Germany, where he earned a doctoral degree in Theoretical 
Physics with a thesis on non-linear dynamical systems and ergodic theory (supervisor: Prof. 
Dr. rer, nat. habil. Gert Roepstorff).  
 
For many years, he is head of the department “Sensor Data and Information Fusion SDF” at 
Fraunhofer FKIE, a research institute that is active in research and development of Network 
Enabled Capabilities NEC in domains that are relevant to aerospace and electronics systems 
engineering. In the area of sensor data and information fusion, Wolfgang Koch and his team 
are the main consultants for the German Ministry of Defence, the German procurement agen-
cies, and military proving grounds, as well as the German Ministry of Internal Affairs. He 
places particular emphasis on transferring research results and technical know-how especially 
to the German aerospace and electronic systems industry, which substantially contributes to 
the annual budget of the department, Wolfgang Koch is responsible for. 
 
In Wolfgang Koch’s department, about 70 researchers, engineers, technicians, and he himself 
are working on research problems and experimental systems in the areas of Multifunctional 
RF Sensors, Array Signal Processing, Localization and Navigation, Wide-Area Surveillance, 
Multiple Sensor UAS, and Threat Recognition. In these areas, Wolfgang Koch has published 
a text book on tracking and sensor data fusion, which has been translated into Chinese, 17 
handbook chapters and well above 200 journal and conference articles. His current research 
addresses non-linear estimation, multiple sensor fusion, multiple target tracking, resources 
management, ground/passive/covert surveillance, multistatics, data mining, and information 
fusion in general. 
 
Wolfgang Koch has been elevated a fellow of the IEEE in 2011. For ISIF, he initiated a series 
of annual IISIF workshops (Sensor Data Fusion – Trends, Solutions, Applications). The last 
workshop was held on October 15-17, 2019, in Bonn, Germany. He served as President of the 
International Society of Information Fusion ISIF and is an active member of the ISIF Board of 
Directors for many years.  
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At Bonn University, he holds a habilitation degree on “Applied Computer Science” and regu-
larly delivers lecture series on Sensor Data Fusion as an “apl-Professor”. Moreover, he has 
shared is technical knowledge by delivering numerous tutorials and lectures to the interna-
tional technical community. 
 
He is Member at Large on the Sensors and Electronics Technology Panel SET of the NATO 
Science and Technology Organization STO. Within the NATO-STO framework, he has been 
active in organizing research task groups, lecture series, specialists’ meetings, and R&D sym-
posia. For the European programme Future Combat Air System FCAS for developing a 6th 
generation fighter system, the largest armament programme in post-war Germany, he is 
speaker of the eight Fraunhofer Institutes of the Fraunhofer-Alliance Defence and Security 
Research. 
 
 
Mission Statement for the Term 2020-2022 
 
In case of his re-election, Wolfgang Koch will use the reputation of the respected position as a 
Member of the ISIF BoD to pursue two goals: 
 

1. From a technical perspective, the SET Panel of NATO-STO is nearly a twin of the 
ISIF. Moreover, many ISIF members are active in SET activities. Although the ISIF is 
globally operating, these technical and personal links could be exploited to increase 
the visibility of the ISIF community in the NATO community. 
 

2. The European 6th generation fighter programme FCAS is a technology challenge right 
in line with many interests in the ISIF community. As the use of FUSION technolo-
gies in FACS demonstrates, ethical and legal issues become pressing. To this end, 
Wolfgang Koch and Airbus DS have initiated a working group “Human Responsibility 
as a Guiding Principle for Future Combat Air System”. It might be a model for related 
ISIF activities. 


